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Abstract: The vacuum vessel -for the Advanced
Toroidal Facility (ATF) has been completed and installed
in the -facility. The vessel -fabrication has involved many
unique methods to correct unanticipated problems. The
primary -fabrication concern has been to correct -for
dimensional inconsistency so that the vessel would -fit
into the closely nested helical coil set. The vessel has
been installed and the remainder o-f the -facility
components are being assembled.



Introducti on

The ATF program has been described thorouahly in .-arious
publications Cl-33. The desiqn and -fabrication
o-f the ATF vacuum vessel has also been reported previous] v
[4-53. The -facility is located at the Oal Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) operated by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc. , Oak Ridge, Tenn. and the vessel -fabrication was
contracted to Pittsburgh Des-Moines Corporation (RDM),
Pittsburgh, Penna. At this time the fabrication is complete
and the vessel has been installed in the -facility.

The major components o-f the ATF s.re shown in Fig. 1. The
vacuum vessel appears in this -figure as the thin plate
structure with the square ports on the top and the large
parallelogram ports around the outside. A sketch o-f the
vessel is shown in Fig. 2. The vessel is -fabricated
•from 6-mm-thick 304L stainless steel plate.



Fabr i cat 1 on

Since last reported, C5D the vesseJ has been completely
•fabricated and vacuum tested. A major problem with
dimensional con-f ormi ty was discovered in January 1986
immediately after the shell welding was completed on the
inside o-f the vessel. Measurements taken at that time
using the computer—assisted optical theodolite system
showed the major radius o-f the vessel was about 4.0 cm less
than the 210-cm radius required to -fit the vessel into the
helical coil system. Since the vessel shell had been
completely welded from the outside with an accurate
internal mold, it was evident that weld shrinkage had caused
this problem. When the outside welding was complete the
internal mold ribs were removed and discarded. The inside
welds were completed by grinding weld preparations and
completing the full penetration welds from the inside.
A small amount of weld shrinkage had been anticipated in
the design of the fixtures, but since the amount of welding
had quadrupled from the initial fabrication e-f-fort the
weld shrinkage was much greater than that allowed.

After extensive discussions, it was decided to expand the
vessel at the 12 periodic locations known as the 0 degree
planes. The method of expansion was to simply cut a
series of vertical slits at these locations and push the
vessel apart using small hydraulic jacks as shown in
Fig. 3. This is similar to the method used to create expanded
metal qrating. This process was completed and repeated in
^ few locations until the vessel was the proper sire.
After' an <area was expanded to the correct S K I ? the slit
regioii around the vessel was removed and replaced by new
materIa 1 .

After the nozzles and flanges were attached, the vessel was
inspected on numerous occasions; many local corrections
to the contours of trough areas of the vessel were
accomplished. These corrections were accomplished by
cross-cutting the correction area and adding new material.



Inspection r̂id 7f?stinq

After the corrections to the vessel major rad) us were
completed it was obvious that the original coorai nate data
could no longer be used to checl the vessel d i fiiensi ons.
It was determined that the most elective method o-f
measuring the vessel trouqh contours would be to
instrument some o-f the helical -field coil segments -for
trial insertions into the vessel troughs. Two extra
stainless steel "tee" castings were -fitted with a series
o-f measurement probe "-fingers" as shown in Fig. 4. A-fter
the vessel was care-fully indexed and lowered down over
these -finger fixtures the -fingers were actuated outward
until the tip contacted the vessel trough wall using the
attached strings. The vessel could then be raised,
the -finger extensions measured using scales, and the data
recorded on log sheets. In this manner all the
trough sectors could be measured on both the top and
bottom o-f the vessel. The top-to—bottom registration o-f
the vessel was maintained with care-fully positioned
vertical posts as shown in Fig. 5.

The last stage o-f the •fabrication effort was the vacuum
testing and leak testing o-f the complete vessel. A-fter
eliminating a -few o-f the massive seal leaks the vessel was
pumped down to about 0.0133 pa <l:<10**<-4) torr). The
vessel de-flections were care-fully measured durinq the
initial pump down to compare with the analytical results
•from the -finite element analysis. The vessel behaved as
e::pecteri and no non —linear de-f lections were noted. Dun no
this initial testinq phase, elastomerjc seals were used
primarily to avoid the cost o-f replacing the non-reusable
metal J ic sea 1s.

The leal- • p&f i riq phase J -'•ted about two months and used «
conventional helium mass spectrometer 1 *?ai detector
occ<ns i C3M£« .1 1 > supplemented with a residual qa<5> analyzer.
The helium was introduced into seqmental "baqs" attached to the
outside surface o+ the vpssel . Numerous J eat s were -found
and repaired be-fore the vessel was shipped. A-fter all
weldinq was thought to be complete, the inside surface i^rea
was polished using a combination of grinders, flapper
wheel sanders, and glass bead blasting. The final surface
finish approached the desired ASTM No. 4 plate finish.
After polishing, the inside surface was cleaned with
detergent and rinsed with a weak citric acid solution.
The external surfaces were- also bead—b] as tod to eliminate
some of the surface irregularity. When the
vessel was shipped the total integrated leal into the
vessel was about 1.0;: 10** <•— A) std. cubic cm. per sec.
(sees). The pressure in the vessel at the time was about
0.00067 pa (5. Cb: 10** <-6) torr) with an indicated puripinq
speed of about 3 10 L/s at the vessel port. The vessel was
shipped from PDM on June 12, 1987.



1115 t =i 1 ] c I i o n

When the vessel was received in Oat Ridqe it was promptly
moved into the building housi ng the AfF (Fig. 6 ) . The -first
installation step was a I rial -fit chect 0+ the vessel into
the lower array cH HF coiis. The •essel -fit properly
with only a -few places where local correction areas were
identified. The vessel was removed -from its -facility
location and placed on the -floor near the -facility.

A+ter the vessel was positioned on the -floor the vessel
was evacuated again. It was evident that the leak rate
was higher and a new series o-f leat checking activities
began. Several new leaks were identified and several
leaks that had existed at PDM were -finally isolated. All
the known leaks were repaired and a total integrated leak
test revealed that the leak rate was about 1.8:: 10-** (-5)
sees, o-f air.

Extensive measurements o-f the vessel combined with the
trial -fit check showed that seven areas on the vessel
needed to be recontoured. These areas were cut open and
reshaped primarily using cross cuts and adding new
material. The vessel was rechecked -for leaks and
several small leaks were repaired.

After all welding activity was thought to be complete the
vessel was ready for final cleaning and the installation
of instrumentation. The final cleaning involved a
detergent wash using a hot water jet cleaning machine
•followed by a hot water rinse arid a complete alcohol rinse.
The f 1 d.naes were all replaced and the vessel was leak
checked again. 1 he final integrated leak test showed that
the total leal rate was about 1 . 4x 10** (-5) sees, of air.
Temper at tire sensors and strain qaqes were installed on the
-•?s&t?J in t.h>? area opposite the beaml 1 ne port immediate] y
Dt-tur >:•• the ve?=-5i:-I was piflct-.j i n1 o its permanent position.

The vessel w^s placed onto its permanent position in the
facility or 1 August 21, 198 7 (Fiq. 7 ) . The vessel was immediately
ev-custed and the indications are that the leak rate die not
change. "fhe installation of the upper coil segments
began as soon as the vessel was in plc<ce and has
progressed smoothly. Three upper coil segments were
slightly interfering and about 6 mm of material was
removed from the edge of these coils to facilitate
insertion into the vessel trough. The coils ar& now
1 fi piece «nd the lap joints have been completely bolted
together .



o'-iclinic'r y

The vessel J <-:> complete and lnstslled in the facility. The
geometric: con-f iguration o-f the vessel certainly causes it
to be one of the most unusual structures in this comple::.
All o-f the metal seals &r e in pUce and the pressure is
about 1 . 3;< 10** (-4 ) pa ( 1 . 0:: 1 0** i-b > torr) with a net pumpinq
speed o-f about 350 L/s. The vessel is expected to provide
an adequate plasma vacuum environment when the facility is
completed in the near -future.

Act nowledqements

The ATF vacuum vessel has posed some unique fabrication
problems that required a great deal o-f perseverance
on the part o-f all the participants. Many thanks to those
people at Pittsburgh—Des Moines Corporation and at Martin
Marietta Energy Systems who went all those e::tra miles so
that this important piece of equipment could be delivered.
A special thanks to the Department of Energy tor showing
great leadership and allowing the -flexibility to solve the
problems as they arose.
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